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Since I mostly write official letters related to work, study and other
non-friendly stuff, it is a bit unusual for me to write to you. 
(BC19)

Fig. 1. We asked participants to write a love or breakup letter to their smartphone to investigate their emotional bond.

Smartphones have gotten under public scrutiny due to their ostensible negative impact on users’ well-being. Nonetheless,
users and related work report positive aspects of smartphones, too. We investigated this discrepancy through the prism of
the emotional user-smartphone relationship by having people write love/breakup letters to their smartphones. We gathered
82 letters – 42 before and 40 during the COVID-19 pandemic. We found a mixed nature regarding the distribution of love
and breakup letters and associated emotions based on the revisited OCC-model of emotions – with a slight shift towards the
negative emotional spectrum during the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, we performed an extensive qualitative analysis
of 819 user statements extracted from the letters, resulting in a connection of emotions to 17 smartphone features and eight
themes of real-life consequences of smartphone use. We then identified eight common patterns of this connection, classified
as smartphone roles. The collected letters mostly model a complex user-smartphone relationship, comprising different roles
depending on users’ inner and outer context. We discuss how HCI could help in shaping the complex user-smartphone
relationship in future research and suggest supporting a healthy balance between users’ daily life and smartphone use.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the iPhone in 2007 [1], mobile phones have evolved constantly. What started as a simple
communication tool primarily meant for calls and text messages, is now a personal smart device able to fulfill a
plethora of different tasks. For example, smartphones can help nurture our social ties with messaging or social
media apps, or monitor our health through diverse tracking apps. This happens at the tip of our fingers wherever
and whenever we need it. Taking advantage of these benefits, there have been over 6,25 billion smartphone users
in 2021 worldwide, with another 1,5 billion projected in the next five years [65].
Currently, almost half of smartphone users in the US spend between five and six hours daily on their smart-

phones [64]. Such trends have led to an increase in concerned voices about smartphones and behaviors associated
with, e. g., excessive, problematic, meaningless, or addictive smartphone use, both in research and the media.
As a consequence, several sources began to promote strategies to tackle and reduce “negative” smartphone use
behavior, and even launched societal movements (e. g., digital detox).

However, there has been critique to these rigid restrictions. Related work points to an additional burden and a
well-being decrease when using restrictive apps and methods [55]. Lanette et al. [36] note how the addiction story
line is more a product of pervasive media coverage than true clinical pathology, i. e., we tend to “overpathologize”
smartphone use [5]. Whereas negative narratives in the media influence people’s perception of smartphone
use [35], many smartphone users see their personal devices as indispensable and consider them important parts
of their everyday lives [46] – sometimes even as part of their own self [15]. In fact, the role of a smartphone
in a person’s life is a constant interplay between its positive and negative sides [22], often with emotional
consequences such as dependency and anxiety on one side [18] or stress-relief on the other [14].
Related work in HCI has set out to explore this ambiguity through the lens of meaning (i. e., meaningful,

meaningless or pleasurable smartphone use [39, 43] respectively), uses and gratifications of smartphone use [26],
or compulsive, habitual or regretful smartphone use [9, 58, 70]. The listed explorations evolve around the
smartphone as a whole or on an app-(category) level in isolation from users’ lives, i. e., they do not inspect how
specific smartphone functions influence the users’ everyday lives (e. g., using the smartphone’s alarm to be woken
up). Moreover, related work does not specifically consider which everyday consequences are associated with
the use of certain smartphone features and how they influence the user emotionally. To better understand this
relationship, a thorough analysis of users’ emotions towards their smartphone, its features, and potential real-life
consequences is needed. This in turn contributes to HCI by both understanding users’ needs more profoundly as
well as informing the design of, e. g., smartphone apps, use interventions or future ubiquitous technologies.

Furthermore, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, users have shifted more of their everyday life activities into
the virtual world, rendering smartphones and other digital tools even more important to stay in touch with
“the outside world”. As a result, the time spent on smartphones during the pandemic has increased [54]. So far,
there has been little investigation on how this shift affected the user-smartphone relationship and whether it is
characterized by the same patterns of use as before the pandemic.
We frame our identified research gap with respect to the following three research questions:

RQ1: Which patterns of user’s emotions towards certain smartphone features and their possible consequences in
everyday life describe the user-smartphone relationship?

RQ2: What strategies do people employ to navigate their relationship with smartphones in everyday life?

RQ3: How has the COVID-19 pandemic influenced the relationship between users and their smartphones?
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We investigated these questions by surveying people to write love or breakup letters to their smartphones. In
two rounds, the first in 2018 and 2019 before COVID-19 (BC) and the second in 2022 during COVID-19 (DC), we
analyzed 42 and 40 letters respectively. We performed a thorough, qualitative analysis of 819 statements, deduced
from the 82 letters, using a manual coding process. The revisited model of emotions by Ortony, Clore and Collin
(OCC model of emotions) [49, 66] served as a framework for our thematic analysis, consisting of emotions and
related smartphone features, consequences of use and smartphone roles. Moreover, we carried out an automated
sentiment analysis of the letters, underlining the results of the manual coding and showing the overall tone of
the letters before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Our analysis revealed eight common, mutually non-exclusive, patterns of user-smartphone relationship. We

classify these patterns as following smartphone roles: assistant, companion, entertainer, hinderer, nuisance, object,
obsession and villain. These roles are deduced from 17 smartphone features (e. g., ubiquity, apps) and eight themes
of real-life consequences (e. g., better quality of life, coping strategies) along the revisited OCC model of emotions.
On one side, the roles assistant, companion and entertainer are mostly linked to positive user emotions, making
users’ lives easier and inducing a joyful level of attachment. On the other side, the roles hinderer, nuisance,
obsession and villain are perceived rather negatively for causing worse well-being, disrupting the user’s daily
life and inducing an unhealthy dependency on the smartphone. The role of object can either be positive or
negative, depending on whether it is perceived as an object of value or “just an object”. Most letters are of mixed
emotional nature comprising multiple roles since the patterns of use intertwine with different situations in the
users’ everyday lives. However, there was a slight shift towards the negative emotional spectrum during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, users blame themselves for negative patterns of use and see different degrees of
disuse as a managing solution for the relationship.
We conclude by discussing the identified complicated user-smartphone relationship in three acts (situation,

complication and resolution), along the potential role of HCI in shaping that relationship in the future. We suggest
a move from a restrictive approach to managing the user-smartphone relationship to one that aims to support a
healthy, personalized life-smartphone balance, in which both positive and negative identified features can find
their place in the user’s life, in the right amount.
We contribute with an in-depth qualitative analysis of 82 love or breakup letters describing users’ emotional

relationships with their smartphones. Using this exploratory approach, we identified specific smartphone features
triggering positive or negative emotions and elaborate the corresponding consequences for real life. As result, we
extracted eight patterns (smartphone roles) from the data that characterize the user-smartphone relationship
and discuss their significance for HCI research. We round up the contribution by providing insights into the
development of the emotional user-smartphone relationship before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 (Emotional) User-Smartphone Relationship
People are predisposed to seek attachment to others – a recent study found that this attachment predisposition
can spread to objects too [34]. It therefore seems natural that 79% of smartphone owners keep their phone with
them almost all day long. One quarter of smartphone users do not remember the last time when their phone was
further away than an earshot [7]. Metscherjakov et al. [46] developed a “conceptual mobile attachment model”
bringing reasons, consequences, and influencing factors of mobile attachment together into perspective. They
found that the user-smartphone relationship may be fostered when the smartphone “empowers, enriches, or
gratifies the user’s self”. They list behavioral responses (i. e., proximity) and cognitive and emotional responses
(e. g., fear and anxiety) among the consequences of such attachment. Konok et al. [34] investigated reasons
behind some consequences of the attachment, such as proximity or social connection. Whereas all participants
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considered the phone’s proximity to be important, participants with an anxious attachment found in particular
constant social contact over the phone to be important.

Fullwood et al. [17] examined users’ relationship with their phones by means of the Uses & Gratification
framework [28]. Findings included, among others, a branching in attitudes towards smartphones as materialistic
objects on the one hand and anthropomorphic entities on the other; the evolution of smartphones from a
communication tool to a tool for seeking information and entertainment on the go; a sense of safety when in
unfamiliar or uncomfortable settings. Carolus et al. [8] investigated smartphone companionship and emphasize
its ability to meet basic human needs for social connection and belonging [61]. Related research extends the view
of the smartphone as a stand-alone companion and refers to it as pacifier in solitude [14] and even an ”extension
of the self” – both qualitatively [21] and quantitatively [19].
We aim at complementing the listed research in two ways: first, by identifying specific smartphone features

and consequences of use to better understand existing models of attachment; second, our goal is to analyze the
complex nature of the user-smartphone relationship. We therefore plan to investigate which emotions are induced
by which smartphone features and which consequences are caused by certain features or emotions. Building on
these patterns of use, we aim to gather a holistic understanding of the different parts of the attachment model.

2.2 The Ambiguity of Smartphone Use
Smartphones can be extremely convenient or problematic based on different use patterns. These two sides of
smartphone use are yet to be understood holistically within HCI. Yet, their understanding is crucial if we want to
support users in having a balanced relationship with their smartphones, and if designers aim to foster balance [8].

The Uses & Gratification framework [28, 59] differentiates between two motivations for media use: If motivated
instrumentally, the user aims to achieve a certain intention by using technology. If motivated habitually, the
user rather roams through the digital space without a clear intention of use. Hiniker et al. [26] have worked
on predicting the different motivations. Whereas social media, games, or news satisfy ritualistic motivations,
navigation, health tracking or social communication satisfy instrumental motivations. As the day proceeds,
individuals seek more ritualistic, and less instrumental types of use. Building on top of these findings, Lukoff
et al. [39] examined the two motivations through the lens of meaningful and meaningless [44] smartphone
interactions, showing that unconscious, habitual smartphone interaction, as well as seek for an escape from
reality reduce meaning. However, users do not always seek meaningful experiences: pleasurable experiences,
e. g., sharing memes, can also be positively connoted [43].

Another study [41] differentiates between general and absentminded smartphone use. The authors found only
absentminded use (e. g., compulsive checking, pointless scrolling, or other phone use without a specific purpose)
to be closely linked to inattention in daily life.

Vanden Abeele [71] introduced the mobile connectivity paradox: mobile connectivity can both support user’s
autonomy (e. g., accessing information or a service) and challenge it “when mobile technologies exert direct control
over thoughts and behaviors by directing attention away from people’s primary activities”. They call for a healthy
balance between connectivity and disconnectivity in everyday life. According to current research, both designers
and users themselves can disrupt the balance: the first by incorporating negative patterns in the interface design
(see [47] for a recent review) and the latter by internally rooted habits [31, 50, 58], where the sole presence
of smartphones disrupts their real-world presence [24, 27]. However, the smartphone’s disruptiveness is seen
differently depending on the real-world context of use [29, 71].
The habit paradigm is one reason why users themselves frame a narrative around the prevalent smartphone

addiction storyline [35]. Yet, some researchers call out the media press for over-dramatizing [5, 23, 35]. Lanette
et al. [35] invite HCI researchers to “explor[e] the productive and positive ramifications of” mobile devices, in
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order to develop “an accurate and compelling alternative narrative”. Accordingly, Funk et al. [18] contribute to the
alternative narrative with four loving expressions: waiting, dependency, anxiety and absence.

We add to the discussion about this dualism by means of love or breakup letters, both contributing to a holistic
understanding of the user-smartphone relationship, as well as an affective language towards mobile technology
from the user’s point of view.

2.3 Real-World (Dys)Function
Related research projects show that being reachable and able to access information can be a source of instant
connection and constant distraction [32, 53]. Distractions caused by smartphones have eroded our ability to
focus, e. g., in class [30, 45], at work [37] or in social settings [11, 33, 52]. Modern mobile technologies are tipically
designed to be appealing [20] due to the attention economy [10]. This can further result in “digital stress” [57],
potentially even leading to depression and burnout [13, 56, 57]. Moreover, constant connectivity can negatively
influence an employee’s well-being due to the inability to disengage fromwork [6]. Permanent digital connectivity
can also cause social digital pressure [25], fear of missing out (FOMO) [4, 75], or nomophobia, i. e., the fear of
being without a mobile phone [74].
At the same time, there is much less systematic research focusing on positive life consequences than on the

listed negative consequences. However, being reachable and able to access information gives the user a feeling
of freedom and flexibility, satisfying the fundamental needs for human attachment [8]. For some, it is a way to
escape the challenges of the “real” world and finding comfort and emotional safety in the digital world [51, 63]. In
addition, mobile social communication in the context of an intimate couple was found to be positively related to
the quality of the couples’ relationship [48]. As one of the few projects synthesizing knowledge on both positive
and negative consequences, Pancani et al. [51] developed the Smartphone Impact Scale as an evaluation method.
We contribute to this body of research by exploring both positive and negative real-world consequences of

smartphone use in our analysis.

2.4 Smartphone Use in Times of COVID-19
A review of technologies that are being used during the COVID-19 pandemic [72] shows that mobile devices
are omnipresent in all domains of “COVID-19 life”, e. g., healthcare, work, education, and daily life. People use
mobile devices, e. g., for contact tracking, accessing digital information, or teaching and learning. Above all, the
smartphone is used for communicating with others due to social distancing. David et al. [12] suggest re-framing
social distancing into “physical distancing with social connectedness”, further emphasizing that smartphones play
a crucial role in fostering social connection and thus positively influence users’ well-being.
With offline activities being less available, people turned to the digital world for leisure, entertainment, or

emotion regulation, causing a higher emotional dependency [68, 73]. Furthermore, as work obligations have
also moved online, people experienced difficulties in maintaining a healthy work-life balance [73]. Teenagers
reported increasing technology use during the pandemic, yet, the increase had “less bearing [effect] on daily
fluctuations in wellbeing than the satisfaction and meaning they derived from their technology use”, noting that
they also considered technology as no proper replacement for live communication [54].

3 BACKGROUND
To investigate the emotional connection between users and (specific features of) their smartphone, we applied
the methodology of “love letters” [40]. We first explain this methodological choice over more common qualitative
research methods (e. g., interviews or online surveys). We then explain the OCC model of emotions and its fit for
our analysis. We conclude the section with a definition of terms important for understanding the results.
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3.1 Love Letters as Methodology
Martin et al. [40] describe the love letters methodology as “writing [a letter] to express sentiments to a personified
product or service”, in order to both understand what creates moments “of connection and delight” with the
product, as well as “how, when, and where a relationship with [the] product turned sour”. This way, researchers
can gain meaningful emotional insights into how certain products and their features fit into peoples’ everyday
lives [67]. Given the smartphone’s intimate nature [8], the methodology seemed eminently suitable for our
study of the emotional relationship between users and their smartphones. Moreover, this method has proven to
be an enjoyable approach and avoids the risk of overthinking by writing only a few paragraphs [40, 67]. As a
consequence, an early dropout or confirmation bias is lower than in open-ended online surveys or interviews.
For example, McCarthy et al. [42] used this approach to acquire user requirements and inform the design of

persuasive medical technologies. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use this exploratory approach
to investigate and describe the broad and complex emotional relationship people have with their smartphones.

3.2 The (Revisited) OCC Model of Emotions
The ”Cognitive Structure of Emotions” Model by Ortony, Clore & Collins – the OCC Model of Emotions [49] –
“provides a model of eliciting conditions of [22 different] emotions and the variables that affect their intensities” [66].

The model provides three classes of emotions towards (1) consequences of events (e. g., joy and pity), (2) actions
of agents (e. g., pride and reproach), and (3) aspects of objects (e. g., love and hate). It also includes emotions
regarding consequences of events caused by actions of agents (e. g., gratitude and anger). The notions of events,
actions, and objects make the OCC model suitable for use in artificial agents [66] (in our case, for smartphones).
As we implicitly assign a character to the smartphone by our choice of methodology, we found the model more
fitting compared to the predominantly used circumplex model of valence and arousal by Russell [60]. Moreover,
the circumplex model is rather used for human emotion prediction, than for emotion recognition in text.

We opt to use the revisited OCC model of emotions by Steunebrink et al. [66] (see Table 1), as it resolves several
ambiguities in the original model by proposing new emotion type specifications for a total of 32 emotions and
stressing the importance of consequences. We found this particularly useful for better distinguishing statements
implying a consequence from those that do not.

3.3 Definition of Terms
The following terms contribute to understanding the remainder of this work, as they form the basis of our results
and discussion:

(1) (OCC) Emotion: predominant emotion based on the revised OCC model (see above)
(2) Feature: any function or feature incorporated in the smartphone, e. g., “smartphone as a whole”, general

or specific apps, or hardware, but also any other aspect associated with smartphone use (and identified
within our data set), e. g., the user’s own smartphone use behavior or the ubiquitous nature of smartphones

(3) Consequence: desirable or undesirable consequence of a feature or an event, usually related to the OCC
emotions implying a consequence, e. g., the user feels displeased (emotion) because the smartphone’s fragile
hardware (feature) causes repair costs (consequence)

(4) Emotion – Feature (– Consequence) Link: logical connection/reasoning between emotion, feature and
an optional consequence yielded by the coding of a single user statement

(5) Role: specific role the smartphone takes on in the user’s everyday life, originated by clustering the identified
emotion – feature (– consequence) links
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Table 1. The revisited OCC model of emotions [66]. We used the model as a basis to code the participants’ statements from
the letters.

OCC Emotion Description [66]

positive valenced reaction (to ”something”)

pleased being positive about a consequence (of an event)
hope being pleased about a prospective consequence (of an event)
joy being pleased about an actual consequence (of an event)

satisfaction joy about the confirmation of a prospective desirable consequence
relief joy about the disconfirmation of a prospective undesirable consequence

happy-for joy about a consequence of an event presumed to be desirable for others
gloating joy about a consequence of an event presumed to be undesirable for others

approving being positive about an action (of an agent)
pride being approving of one’s own action

admiration being approving of someone else’s action
gratification pride about an action and joy about a related consequence

gratitude admiration about an action and joy about a related consequence
liking being positive about an aspect (of an object)
love liking a familiar aspect (of an object)

interest liking an unfamiliar aspect (of an object)
negative valenced reaction (to ”something”)

displeased being negative about a consequence (of an event)
fear being displeased about a prospective consequence (of an event)

distress being displeased about an actual consequence (of an event)
fears-confirmed distress about the confirmation of a prospective desirable consequence
disappointment distress about the disconfirmation of a prospective undesirable consequence

resentment distress about a consequence of an event presumed to be desirable for others
pity distress about a consequence of an event presumed to be undesirable for others

disapproving being negative about an action (of an agent)
shame being disapproving of one’s own action

reproach being disapproving of someone else’s action
remorse shame about an action and distress about a related consequence
anger reproach about an action and distress about a related consequence

disliking being negative about an aspect (of an object)
hate disliking a familiar aspect (of an object)

disgust disliking an unfamiliar aspect (of an object)

4 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Procedure
We gathered the data for our study in two parts: the first set of letters were collected at an in-person event
in December 2018 and continued online in spring 2019, i. e., before the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic
(BC). The second part took place at the beginning of 2022, i. e., during the COVID-19 pandemic (DC). For the
in-person part of the study, we created two paper templates – a love and a breakup letter – both giving the same
instructions:

“Your task is to write a love or breakup letter to your smartphone. Tell the tale of how you got to use it,
describe the reasons you love or hate it, explain why you can’t live without it or would rather toss it out
of the window (but somehow can’t?). Reveal your expectations of it. Tell a story of when it positively or
negatively surprised you...”

The templates also included demographic questions on age, gender, highest education level, profession,
smartphone type, and OS version. We advertised the study among the visitors of our lab’s open day, e. g.,
colleagues, their relatives, and people with a general interest in HCI research. A poster explained the procedure:
Participants should (1) pick up the love or breakup letter template, (2) write the letter and fill out the attached
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demography questionnaire, and (3) put the letter in an envelope and then into our “letter box”. They were
rewarded for their participation with sweets.

To acquire a larger and more diverse audience, we continued the study in an online survey. We slightly adapted
the methodology since the participants of the first part of the study found it hard to exclusively write a love or
breakup letter. The survey participants therefore rated the letter’s overall tone (love, breakup, mixture of both,
neither) after writing the letter. In addition, we set a minimum length of 250 characters for the letters.
In the second part of the study, we repeated the same procedure as in the online sample to gather letters

written during the COVID-19 pandemic (see Figure 1 for the template used in the second part of the study). To
examine the interplay of smartphone use and the pandemic, we added two open-ended text questions about
users’ perceived influence of: (1) the pandemic on participants’ smartphone use and (2) users’ smartphone use on
their everyday life during the pandemic.

Online participants could take part in a raffle for 20 Euro online shop vouchers. We distributed the survey link
via social media and our university’s newsletter, including every volunteering participant into our study.

4.2 Participants
42 participants wrote a letter in the first part of the study (BC). The majority were female (32), and nine were male.
One participant preferred not to disclose their gender. The participants were on average 28 years old (𝑆𝐷 = 8.9).
All of them had an academic background: 31 participants already held a university degree (Bachelor’s, Master’s
or PhD) and the other eleven currently pursued one. 25 participants disclosed using an Android smartphone, 16
an iPhone, and one participant owned a “Fairphone”. All of them stated to use their smartphone on a daily basis
(at least 0.5 hours a day).

40 participants took part in the second part of the study (DC): 25 female, 13 male and two who preferred not
to disclose their gender. The participants’ average age was 27 years (𝑆𝐷 = 7.6). Again, all participants had an
academic background, with half of them already having a university degree and the other half currently pursuing
one. 23 were Android users and 17 had an iPhone. The average duration of possessing any smartphone was 9.15
years (𝑆𝐷 = 2.56). Participants used their smartphone daily for an average of 4.37 hours (𝑆𝐷 = 2.45,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 13,
𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.1) and picked up their smartphones on average 48 times a day (𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 153,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 3). For an overview of
participants’ demography, please refer to Table 2.

Table 2. We ran the study twice: in 2018/2019 (before the COVID-19 pandemic) and in early 2022 (during the omicron wave
of COVID-19). The table presents the distribution of participants and letters in the two parts of the study.

Demographics Letters
Before COVID-19

𝑁 = 42
Gender: 9 m, 32 f, 1 n. a.
Age:𝑀 = 28,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 19,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 56

Type: 22 love, 6 breakup, 8 mixed, 6 neither
Word-count: �̃� = 114.5,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 14,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 644

During COVID-19
𝑁 = 40

Gender: 13 m, 25 f, 2 non-binary
Age:𝑀 = 27,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 18,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 55

Type: 7 love, 5 breakup, 16 mixed, 8 neither, 4 other
Word-count: �̃� = 194,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 63,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 475
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5 EVALUATION METHODS

5.1 Automated Sentiment Analysis
We used the Google Cloud Natural Language API1 for an automated sentiment analysis of the collected letters to
partially answer RQ1. The analysis delivers a sentiment score and sentiment magnitude for the letter and for
each sentence within the letter. The sentiment score (-1.0 to 1.0) indicates whether the overall emotional tone of
the analyzed text is negative or positive. The magnitude value indicates how much emotional content is present
within the analyzed text, ranging from 0 (low) to ∞ (high). A text with a neutral score (around 0.0) may indicate
either low or mixed emotions (i.e., where both high positive and negative values cancel each other out). In these
cases, the magnitude value is decisive: truly neutral texts will have low values for both magnitude and score,
whereas mixed texts will have higher magnitude values in combination with a relatively low score.

The sentiment analysis delivers numeric values only. To interpret the data, Google2 recommends researchers
to define the threshold for the sentiment and magnitude after careful inspection of their data. We thus set the
sentiment threshold for mixed letters between -0.15 and 0.15 – a different threshold did not change the results on
observed tendencies in the data. Similarly, we set the magnitude threshold to 4. As such, letters which have a
score of, e. g., 0.1 and a magnitude of, e. g., 2 were labeled as neutral in our data set. On the opposite, letters with
a score of, e. g., -0.1 and a magnitude of 6 were labeled as mixed sentiment letters.

5.2 Closed Coding Process
In addition, RQ1 aims to explore a more nuanced relation between smartphone features and the induced emotions
and caused consequences in everyday life. We thus proceeded by manually coding the letters.
We first split the letters into 𝑁 = 819 individual statements, e. g., “I love you, because I always watch cute dog

videos before I go to sleep. It helps me to get a good sleep.” (BC6). In this example, two sentences produce one
statement as they present a cause-and-effect relationship of one smartphone feature (media consumption). The
amount of sentences analyzed automatically with the sentiment analysis and the amount of manually coded
statements do not overlap. We grouped several sentences into one statement, if all the grouped (and successive)
sentences evolved around the same conveyed message. Similarly, if the statement evolved around more than
one emotion or smartphone feature/functionality, we split the sentence in several statements. This process was
performed by two coders independently for all 82 letters.

We proceeded by manually coding the statements according to the following four categories (see Section 3.3 for
a detailed description of the terms): (1) OCC emotion, e. g. love, (2) feature, e. g., multimedia apps, (3) consequence,
e. g., better well-being, and (4) role, e. g., assistant. For the categories feature, consequence and role, we applied a
bottom-up, open-coding process. However, we still consider this evaluation step as closed coding, as the revised
OCC model of emotions determined a certain structure of data analysis. The first and second author coded the
whole data set of the letters and discussed any existing doubt in parallel. We did not calculate an inter-rater
reliability for the coding, following the advice in [3] that this calculation is rarely used for semi-structured data.

5.3 Open Thematic Analysis
To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we thematically analyzed the extracted statements to determine usage patterns and
identify users’ strategies to manage the relationship with their smartphones. We applied the same evaluation
method for the two open-ended text questions in the DC set of letters asking about the influence of the COVID-19
pandemic on users’ relationships to their smartphones. The second author identified the themes for these two
questions and discussed them with the first author until an agreement was reached.

1https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/docs/analyzing-sentiment, last accessed 2022-11-08
2https://cloud.google.com/natural-language/docs/basics#interpreting_sentiment_analysis_values, last accessed 2022-11-15
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6 DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS

6.1 Collected Letters
In the first part of the study (BC), we collected a total of 43 letters: 13 paper letters at the in-person event and 30
in the online survey. We excluded one letter from the online survey since both coders agreed that the letter’s
linguistic expression was indecipherable. This resulted in a set of 𝑁 = 42 letters BC. The first letter pool consists
of 52% love letters, 14% breakup letters, 19% mixture, and 14% neither, according to our participants’ opinion.
In the second part of the study (DC), we gathered 𝑁 = 40 letters in an online survey. We identified a shift in

the participants’ overall impression of their letter, as there was a decrease in the number of perceived love letters
(18%). In fact, most of the letters (40%) were rated as a mixture of love and breakup letter and 20% of the letters
were perceived as neither love nor breakup letter. Five letters (13%) were breakup letters, whereas the remaining
four (10%) were given an individual description, e. g., an acceptance or neutral letter. The DC-letters were longer
with a median of 𝑥 = 194 words – 80 words more compared to the BC-letters (𝑥 = 114). In the DC study run,
participants took 676 seconds on average (𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣 = 421, 8𝑠 ,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 111𝑠 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2130𝑠) to write the letter.3

6.2 Sentiment Analysis Results
The letters’ sentiment score was 0.16 on average (𝑆𝐷 = 0.34), indicating a slight positive trend. A score range
between𝑚𝑖𝑛 = −0.8 and𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.9 shows an almost complete coverage of the sentiment scale. The average
magnitude of 6.85 (𝑆𝐷 = 3.63,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15.8,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.8) depicts highly emotional content, which in turn validates
our choice of methodology seeking for emotions. The analysis identified 𝑁 = 1345 sentences including 788
positive sentences (226 BC, 232 DC), 330 negative sentences (135 BC, 195 DC) and 227 neutral ones.

Moreover, a large number of “mixed letters” containing both positive and negative sentiments were detected (see
Figure 2). The sentiment analysis confirmed the trend emerging from the participants’ self-reported assessment
of their letters’ sentiment (see Section 6.1), with the exception of neutral letters (score < 0.15 and > −0.15,
𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 ≤ 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒)). The sentiment analysis indicates that the number of mixed letters increased during
COVID-19 as shown in Figure 2 and Table 3.
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Fig. 2. Results of the automated sentiment analysis for the 82 letters. Every dot presents one letter.

3The duration of writing a letter in the BC run was not recorded.
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Table 3. Results of the automated sentiment analysis

Sentiment Score Magnitude # BC # DC Total

Clearly Positive > 0.15 n.a. 23 11 34
Clearly Negative < −0.15 n.a. 7 4 11
Mixed ≥ −0.15 and ≤ 0.15 > 4 11 23 34
Neutral ≥ −0.15 and ≤ 0.15 ≤ 4 1 2 3

6.3 Closed Coding Results
To answer RQ1, we performed a thematic analysis of the letters according to the process described in Section 5.2.
We set to determine what emotions are being induced by which smartphone features and the related consequences
of their use in the user’s everyday life. We used the revised OCC model of emotions (see Section 3) for emotion
coding and applied a bottom-up coding process to identify related features and consequences. This process resulted
in 17 identified categories of smartphone features (see Figure 6) and eight categories of real-life consequences
(see Figure 7). To conclude our investigation in terms of the patterns asked for in RQ1, we again iterated over the
letters for a second analysis: We clustered common user-smartphone relationship patterns, which emerged along
the lines of our initial emotion – feature – consequence analysis. A bottom-up coding resulted in eight clusters
which we named smartphone roles. Within this section, we list the identified features, consequences and roles
along with their frequency of occurrence across the letters’ statements.

Table 4. The 17 identified features with examples and their frequency of occurrence.

Identified Feature Examples Frequ. Identified Feature Examples Frequ.

Whole smartphone 388 Navigation 26
Service reminders, calendar 50 Apps dating-, shopping-apps 24
Ubiquity 30 Setting flight mode, silent mode 3
Hardware design battery, durability 59 User behavior smartphone use behavior 29
UX interface design 22 Social communication messaging, phone calls 76
Hardware production selling price 6 Social media 21
Information access news, internet 38 Data tracking 8
Media production camera 18 Notifications 5
Media consumption games, videos 24

6.3.1 Identified Smartphone Features. A bottom-up coding of the users’ statements regarding the smartphone
features and user behavior resulted in 17 features (see Table 4) extracted from 812 statements. We excluded seven
of the 819 statements since they are not related to any smartphone functionality or user behavior, but rather
reflect on the methodology of writing a letter to one’s smartphone (6) or the COVID-19 pandemic (1).

The identified features are not mutually exclusive and represent different levels of abstraction, e. g., navigation
or social media can be accessed through apps. Similarly, media consumption can facilitate information access.
We did not aim to find mutually exclusive themes, as smartphone use is characterized by a complex interplay
of different functions. Rather, we wanted to identify the features and feature categories that were specifically
addressed by users in their statements. While interdependencies cannot be ruled out, this allows us to better
elaborate the user perspective on specific features and to preserve the weighting of certain aspects.
The distribution of identified smartphone features in relation to the respective OCC emotions is shown in

Figure 3. Roughly half of the statements refer to the whole smartphone. This might be due to the wording of the
task, asking participants to address the smartphone in the letters. In some statements, a lower level feature might
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have been implicitly contained. However, in the coding process, we closely followed the participants’ statements,
i. e., we assigned more concrete features only if they were explicitly addressed by users. The tendency of positive
and negative OCC emotions in the whole smartphone subset is slightly positive (201 positive versus 167 negative),
reflecting our previous findings of a complex, yet optimistic relationship within this subset. The rest of the positive
statements concentrates on the features of social communication, services (i. e., tools and organization services),
information access and media consumption and production. This shows that users utilize and value the variety of
functionalities the smartphone offers beyond its primary function of communication – yet, exactly this primary
function is recognized as the biggest benefit looking holistically at the smartphone. Nonetheless, 19 statements
criticized the social communication feature, scattered over different negative emotions. Moreover, user behavior
was the second most frequently mentioned negative feature after whole smartphone. Although smartphone use
behavior is not a feature nor functionality of the smartphone itself, we decided to include it in our observations
based on its frequent occurrence in the statements. Participants either criticized their own use behavior or the
behavior of others. The positive emotions around user behavior are pride or hope – for either being able to resist
smartphone use or for hoping to do so in the future. The social media feature is also represented rather negatively.
Users criticized social media for being a waste of time or fueling disconnection in the real world. Furthermore, the
statements revealed hardware production for ethical and financial concerns and notifications due to interruptions
as negative smartphone features. Finally, mixed features in our data set are hardware design (32 positive versus 27
negative), UX (12 positive versus 10 negative) and ubiquity (18 positive versus 13 negative). Some participants
praised their smartphone’s good design and usability, while others criticized its short life-span. A lack of usability
and maintenance effort also caused negative reactions. The ubiquity of smartphones was perceived as both a
blessing and a curse: While the smartphone can be a useful everyday tool, it can also put pressure on users to be
constantly available or feel less empowered without it.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of identified features aggregated across emotions.
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6.3.2 Identified Real-Life Consequences. We found 461 of the 812 statements to be associated with a real-life
consequence. Most of these consequences are linked to OCC emotions referring to a consequence of an event, e. g.,
“When I’m lost in a foreign city, you help me.” (BC33) – OCC emotion: gratitude; feature: navigation; consequence:
easier life. However, they also include consequences that are implemented by the user, e. g., “Your bleeping and
ringing sounds distract me too much from my life and work, this is why you are always on silent mode.” (BC41) –
OCC emotion: hate; feature: service; consequence: controlled usage.
We identified 26 categories of real-life consequences and clustered them into eight themes, which are depicted in
Figure 4. The clustering of codes into themes was performed with a focus on preserving the different patterns in
the emotion – feature – consequence link. Similar to the feature-clustering, the themes imply different levels of
abstraction caused by the more or less specific content of the user statements. We grouped aspects with a similar
outcome (e. g., criticizing a loss of agency usually implies a wish for agency). For contrasting categories, e. g., social
connection versus social disconnection, we sought to form higher-level categories unless this resulted in a loss of
detail. Since better/worse quality of life turned out to be two of the most common and multifaceted consequences,
we agreed to keep their separation into two themes. Figure 4 shows the distribution of positive, negative and
neutral statements across the identified smartphone consequences.

CONSEQUENCE
CATEGORY

SUM
(aggr.) CONSEQUENCE SUM

(total)
SUM
(pos.)

SUM
(neg.)

SUM
(neutral)

SUM
%

agency 7
agency 1 1 0 0
loss of agency 5 0 5 0
wish for agency 1 0 1 0

relationship with
smartphone 107

addiction 22 0 22 0
dependency 27 1 26 0
attachment 54 52 0 2
pragmatism 4 0 3 1

better quality of life 104

easier life 55 54 0 1
better well-being 18 18 0 0
escape 30 30 0 0
empowerment 1 1 0 0

worse quality of life 71

disrupted daily life 24 0 24 0
disconnection from the rw 9 0 9 0
lower well-being 22 0 22 0
loss of skills 16 0 16 0

considerations: ethical,
financial, privacy 23

costs 7 2 5 0
ethical considerations 9 5 4 0
mistrust 7 0 7 0

social relationships 72
social connection 44 44 0 0
social disconnection 19 1 17 1
social pressure 9 0 9 0

coping strategies 62
disuse 30 9 21 0
reduced usage (break) 24 17 7 0
controlled usage 8 4 4 0

non-use 15
FOMO 7 0 7 0
JOMO 8 8 0 0

461 461 247 209 5
100 100 53.58 45.34 1.08

Fig. 4. Consequences aggregated across emotions – green: positive consequences, red: negative, yellow: mixed.
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The majority of the statements containing a consequence described a change in the user’s quality of life as
consequence, which could either get better (𝑛 = 104) or worse (𝑛 = 71). Users mostly mentioned an easier, more
organized life thanks to the smartphone taking over simple tasks such as reminding the user or waking them up
in the morning. The better or worse well-being consequences align with previous findings on the mutual influence
of users’ emotions on smartphone use [62]: In the state of lower well-being, users turn to their smartphone for
an escape, whereas extensive or meaningless smartphone use can at times deteriorate their well-being.

Roughly a quarter of the statements addresses the users developing a certain relationship to their smartphones.
While attachment has exclusively positive connotations, dependency and, more extremely, addiction describe
the negative side of the spectrum. This indicates that users might want to bond with their smartphones, but
still want to preserve a sense of agency over their smartphone use) (agency consequence). A small number of
participants adopted a pragmatic attitude towards their smartphone. In our sample, this type of relationship
was associated with negative emotions. Another frequently identified positive consequence is social connection
(𝑛 = 44), whereas social disconnection represents the opposite (𝑛 = 17). On the one hand, social communication
features facilitate connecting to people who are at different places, but on the other hand, the smartphone
hinders face-to-face communication in the physical world. This finding is closely related to the disrupted daily
life consequence (𝑛 = 24). Constant interruptions, both externally (e. g., notifications) [29] and internally (e. g.,
rooted habits) [50, 58]) may result in a disrupted everyday life. Accordingly, some participants stated to restrict
their smartphone use depending on context (non-use consequence) and almost equally experienced either fear-of-
missing-out (FOMO) [69] or joy-of-missing-out (JOMO) [2]. A total of 23 statements included ethical, financial or
privacy concerns regarding smartphones. These consequences were entirely perceived as the fault of someone else
(e. g., the manufacturer). Regarding the users’ own behavior, 13% of the statements (𝑛 = 61) described participants’
ways of managing their smartphone use, which we discuss in more depth in section 8.

7 SMARTPHONE’S ROLES: USER-SMARTPHONE RELATIONSHIP PATTERNS [RQ1]
To answer RQ1, i. e., to identify common patterns characterizing the user-smartphone relationship, we ran a
second analysis over our data set. This time, we put the emotions with the identified features and consequences
into emotion – feature (– consequence) links.
Depending on whether there is a real-world consequence in the statement, the link can be read as follows:

without consequence: The user feels {emotion} for {feature}.
with consequence: The user feels {emotion} for {feature} because {consequence}.

We then proceeded with a bottom-up, open-coding of the links looking for patterns in the data. The emerging
patterns can be described as roles the smartphone can incorporate in the user’s everyday life. Previous work
has identified the smartphone as a virtual friend [17]: Similar to a person having different types of friends – a
childhood friend, the long-night-hours friend or a toxic friend – the smartphone can impersonate different types
of friends depending on their everyday contexts, life stages or use behaviors.

We initially identified approximately 20 roles which we clustered into eight final smartphone role categories:
assistant, companion, entertainer, hinderer, nuisance, object, obsession and villain. The distribution of roles across
emotion types can be seen in Figure 5. In addition, Table 5 presents the entire letter BC20 as a particularly
well-worded example of a letter that contains most roles and managing strategies the we identified in Section 8.

The roles are not mutually exclusive as, e. g., relying too much on the smartphone as one’s assistant (i. e., a
negative assistant) can turn the smartphone into a hinderer that inhibits the acquisition of new skills. In the
following, we elaborate on each smartphone role by connecting the roles to their common emotion – feature
(–consequence) links, accompanied by participants’ statements where applicable. A list of tables containing
common links and their frequencies for each role can be found in Appendix A.2.
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Table 5. Letter BC20 presenting a well-worded example including different roles and coping strategies to manage smartphone
use.

Dear smartphone,

First the [positives]: I like how you are there for me nearly anytime and how you enable the close contact with friends and family
in like every conceivable situation.→ companion

Further: it is great that you show me the way when I am at a new place and you tell me wich train to take and where to change, to
not waste time and take the fast tracks within Munich or Berlin or tell me where the traffic takes place right now so that I know
where to go by car for example. You helped me several times in hard life situations, especially, when friends live in other cities far
away and I need to talk to them and to text, even when I am on the go or in university, because I was so unstable. You help me to
remember things, you are my alarm-clock, notebook, camera, flashlight, audio-player, sometimes I even watch Netflix on you
while I travel and meanwhile you are just so small and with so little weight.→ assistant

Actually you are a beautiful machine with a great name and not an iPhone that everybody has. You look wonderful without any
plastic and you fit just so well right into my small hands.→ valuable object

But don’t be angry with me [for] not using you within the last weeks. I mean I have you with me just in case, [if] I need to make
an emergency call and to reach my mom while I am on a walk with my dog, but I feel much pressure through you when I am on
vacation at my Mom’s. There I don’t want everybody to reach me anytime and I begin to have doubts about the craziness that we
call our daily life.→ strategy: reduced use

I mean, I don’t want to rely just on you and I want to turn you off without everybody jelling at me, desperately trying to reach me
hundreds of times. I even don’t want to put so much time into watching photos from others, of things that I don’t see and a life
that I don’t live. I don’t want e-Mails to be the first thing I see, before I even got up and I don’t want to be with people who look at
their displays 60% of the time we spend together.→ villain: oppressor

I want my life back and I am sorry, because you helped me so much to be here today, but I need to have my old Canon in my
hands and to decide wich photo is it worth to take it and wich people are worth to talk to.→ hinderer

By the way, the tracking thing that’s going on with you... not cool. I love you, you know that, but that’s paranoid. → villain:
traitor

Another thing I don’t like about you is the way you were made and the way you are going to end after not being able to serve me
any more. I don’t need people to suffer, just because I am so convenient and can’t take a citymap with me. Think about it. →
replaceable object

Well there are two options for the future: One, I learn to use you for me as I need you and probably that is just in business-things,
or two, I let it be and just have like a normal emergency phone with me and that’s it.→ strategy: controlled use

And you know what I think: Longterm, I [will] need you less and less and in the end I [will be able to] live [a] better life without
you.→ strategy: disuse

Thank you for everything and be there for my kids in their youth, when they’ll maybe need you and maybe they are so happy
with a life without pressure, that is slower and full of joy, that they may dice the way I did.

Love,
Your secret admirer
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Fig. 5. Distribution of positive, negative and neutral statements across the identified smartphone roles.

7.1 Assistant
The most strongly represented role was assistant. Not only did we find this role to be the most common in the
emotion – feature – consequence link, but it was also the role associated with the greatest number of positive
statements. The three most frequent positive emotions associated with the smartphone as an assistant are
gratitude, love and approval (see Table 6). The listed feelings most often occur for the smartphone facilitating
communication to friends and family. In turn, this causes social connection in the digital world and a higher level
of well-being in the physical world.

“I’m so grateful to you of how you are able to link me [so I am able to communicate] through such an
easy and comprehensive way that it nearly feels I’m still with [my family and other beloved ones] in my
hometown.” (DC3)

Users express gratitude because the smartphone provides services that help users complete everyday tasks, such
as waking up, taking notes, or remembering todos. These services, along with navigation support (in unfamiliar
places), make users’ lives perceivably easier. From some statements, it appears that users learn a new skill by
using the listed services, which in turn empowers them.

“I communicate better with you. I have more friends with you. To people not skillful in communicating
or face-to-face talking you’ve been a great help. You help us raise our self-confidence.” (BC19)

Gratitude is furthermore indicated for the smartphone’s assistance in accessing information, i. e., the smartphone
is the user’s “window to the outside world” or “a portal to another world”. The use of media production services
such as the camera also preserves memories and embodies the smartphone as a kind of keeper.

“You are my eye to the outside world, I read news through you and gather pictures and ideas that inspire
me.” (BC22)

In the less common negative statements around the role assistant (see Table 6), delegating tasks to the
smartphone caused remorse and shame in some participants. They felt being dependent on the smartphone,
which lead them to perceive a loss of certain skills.

“I was negatively surprised when I realized I could not find my way back to my hotel in a new place
without you. Before you came, people would look at the paper-printed tourist maps and find their way,
but now your maps have made it so easy to trace where we are, that going to a new place is not a hassle
anymore.” (DC6)
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Opposed to the positive statements on social connection, some statements revealed gloating, shame or disap-
pointment about social connection in the digital world causing social isolation in the real world.

“It seems that even though you have connected the world you have made each person live on their own
Islands.” (DC1)

7.2 Companion
In the companion role, the most prominent consequence is users’ feeling of attachment to their smartphone
(see Table 8). Users feel gratitude, love and joy for this bond. The smartphone is perceived as someone the user
can turn to (attachment consequence) at any time and any place (ubiquity feature). In rare extreme cases, the
smartphone is perceived as an extension of user’s own self.

“You are a very important part of my life , you never leave me alone, always there whenever I need
you.” (BC23)

However, ubiquity can sometimes transform the positive attachment into a more stressful and anxious form of
dependency, where users experience a loss of independence or suffer from the social pressure to be available for
everyone at any time.

“You are there 24/7, sometimes I wish you would go on a little vacation and give me some space, to not
give me the feeling of letting someone down if I don’t text back or react to this picture or that post.”
(DC21)

7.3 Entertainer
The role of entertainer primarily triggers feelings of gratitude and liking towards the smartphone and its media
consumption functions (see Table 9), e. g., listening to music or watching videos. The smartphone thereby offers
an escape from reality or induces a higher sense of well-being in situations where users feel uncomfortable or
bored.

“I love you, because I always watch cute dog videos before I go to sleep. It helps me to get a good sleep.”
(BC7)

A few statements also showed that the smartphone as an entertainer may draw the user into a rabbit hole,
disrupting daily life, which in turn can make the user feel angry (see Table 9).

“You suggest me all the nice apps and games, so I am spending a lot of time, pointless [h]ours, just to be
entertained.” (DC19)

7.4 Hinderer
The hinderer role is an exclusively negative one (see Table 10). The user-smartphone relationship is characterized
with emotions such as anger, remorse or disapproving the smartphone’s actions. As a predominant consequence,
user’s have a lower sense of well-being. As a hinderer, the smartphone “absorbs” the user and thus repeatedly
keeps them from completing real-world tasks, impairing their performance (consequence disrupted daily life) or
social relationships (consequences social disconnection and disconnection from the real world) in the long run.
The surrounding physical world is an important factor in this role. The statements show that real-world

activities are hindered by the smartphone (e. g., working, studying, playing a musical instrument). Some users felt
remorse about abandoning other activities in favor of the smartphone, wishing for (suggestions for) alternative
activities instead.

“[S]ometimes smartphone, I miss the old me, before I met you. I was better at math. I spent my free time
engaged in wonderfully creative pursuits”. (BC18)
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7.5 Nuisance
The variety of negative links in Table 11 indicates that the role nuisance is characterized by many problems in
different contexts evolving around interruptions, such as notification sounds or personal habits. These disrupt
the user’s current activities in the real world. Related negative emotions are anger, grief, shame or disappointment
(see Table 11) for not being in control or in the moment.

“Now, I heard your “ping”. I instantly want to know whats going on, what do you want to tell me? There
are always some notifications, but to be honest, most of them are not really important or even slightly
interesting.” (DC37)

Some participants’ statements reveal a more severe and nature of these interruptions, reporting about disturbing
sleep or distracting while driving – both situations where rest and attention is essential for well-being and safety.

“Another sleepless night has passed. Insomnia has kept me awake, pondering about things you showed
me the night before.” (DC22)

Two participants stated experiencing a “joy-of-missing-out” (JOMO) (relief in the OCC model) after separating
from their smartphone. In this case, the smartphone is recognized as a nuisance only after separation.

“When I’m in the mountains without mobile reception I appreciate the quiet and don’t feel the urge of
looking at you.” (DC8)

Yet, several participants welcomed this distracting nature of their smartphone and saw comfort in the nuisance,
helping them to escape from reality.

“I kinda need this “escape” into your apps. The pandemic isn’t over yet and we’re all experiencing
collective trauma as we continue to function. With you, I feel like I don’t have to think. Thinking about
what is happening and what might happen. Existential fears, depressions[, etc.]. I can “pause” very
briefly with you. (DC12) ”

7.6 Object
Based on the hardware design feature (see Table 12), we identified the role of an object in which the smartphone
is seen as a “thing”. When it is perceived negatively, it is declared as “only an object”, whereas in the positive case,
it is considered as an object of value. Users love the smartphone for its hardware design, for its sentimental value
or for being a luxury object.

“Your system has no delay and it [can] quickly compute [. . . ] everything! The design is beautiful and the
[screen] size is [perfectly] suitable for my hands. I really love your system iOS, it’s fluent and easy to
use.” (BC12)

Yet, some participants report disliking the hardware manufacturing process and express ethical or financial
concerns.

“Sometimes iPhones in other colours catch my attention and I think about replacing you, but then I think
of sustainability and that looks are not as important as inner values.” (DC32)

When seen as “just a thing”, users feel pity for the smartphone as they find it easily replaceable.
“As I risk that you become overconfident and arrogant [for being a perfect substitute to an organizer], I
also want you to know [that] the day you stop working I’ll just get a new smartphone... [A]t the end, you
seem to be redundant without mankind.” (DC29)

7.7 Obsession
In the obsession role, the smartphone embodies something that users cannot detach themselves from in their
everyday lives. This does not primarily affect a particular smartphone function, but rather the user’s own
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smartphone use behavior. We identified remorse and shame as the predominant negative emotions, as depicted
in Table 13. Statements for this role frequently evolve around addiction, high need, and shame.

“When I sit there and waste my time and I see that two hours have passed, I think to myself ‘why can’t I
let go?’.” (DC5)

Many users want to restrict their smartphone use, but somehow fail to do so. At times, they compare the
smartphone to addictive substances, as if they are trying to blame the smartphone and not themselves.

“You are triggering an addiction, and I am a vulnerable patient, it’s like you are chocolate.” (DC19)

7.8 Villain
In the exclusively negative role villain, users perceive the smartphone as intentionally working against their
benefit. In contrast to the obsession role, users blame the smartphone rather than themselves for their negative
use behavior. We identified two subgroups within this role. First, when seen as an oppressor, the user accuses the
smartphone of persuading them to perform actions against their will. Users therefore express anger, hatred, and
disapproving, which can result in a loss of agency, disrupted daily life, and decreased well-being (see Table 14).

“You definitely know, that I love to be distracted and that I love to flee from the reality, my problems and
my to-do list. And I have to say - I really hate that. I hate what you are doing to me.”” (DC19)

In the second subgroup, the user disapproves the tracking of personal data and potentially selling it to
third parties, causing mistrust and seeing the smartphone as a traitor. However, in some statements, although
acknowledging the mistrust issue, users are fascinated by it or continue loving their smartphone in spite of it.

“So to me you are a very helpful spy. [. . . ] I guess I do love you, but I do not trust you!” (DC11)

8 USERS’ STRATEGIES TO MANAGE RELATIONSHIP WITH SMARTPHONE [RQ2]
To answer RQ2, we explain the strategies users implement to manage the relationship with their smartphones.

In 45% of the letters (𝑛 = 32), participants describe how they currently manage their smartphone usage or
express their wish to change it. The statements can be clustered in three different user strategies: (1) disuse, (2)
reduced use, and (3) controlled use (see Figure 7, “Coping Strategies”). Hope is the most commonly associated
emotion with these three consequences. This indicates, that people contemplate about their relationship and are
positive about a change to the better.

8.1 Disuse
In 30 statements, people express their wish for a “breakup” with certain smartphone features or their whole
smartphone. The most commonly associated emotions are hope (𝑛 = 5), e. g., “I think it is time we go our separate
ways. Explore new options.” (BC21), disliking (𝑛 = 4), e. g., “I tossed your predecessor, whose battery was always flat,
into the bin and got a new phone – you – instead.” (BC41), and pity (𝑛 = 4), e. g., “I am so very sorry to say, but I
think you and me will not work any longer together!” (BC25).

8.2 Reduced Use
In 24 statements, users say that they need a break with their smartphone, leading to the consequence “reduced
use”. In contrast to the consequence “disuse”, reduced use is restricted to certain situations or time frames. Some
participants describe concrete strategies how they manage these breaks, e. g., “I think our relationship got better
since I banned you from the bedroom and send you to sleep (aka flight mode).” (DC18). Another participant replaced
smartphone use with “real-world” activities: “I cheated yesterday with a really good book and you know what? I
liked it.” (DC19). For reduced use, the most prominent emotion is hope (𝑛 = 7), e. g., “How about we take a break?
Just to see how I cope when my vision is more focused on my surroundings and I have no plugs in my ears?” (BC22).
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8.3 Controlled Use
Eight participants (plan to) employ strategies to manage their smartphone use behavior. These include, for
example, screen time apps, e. g., “If it turns out I can cope well, I’ll set a time limit on you.” (BC22), silent mode,
e. g., “Your bleeping and ringing sounds distract me too much from my life and work, this is why you are always on
silent mode.” (BC41), or conscious use, e. g., “I should probably stop being so clingy and think more about when
and why I spend time with you.” (DC32). Again, hope is the predominant emotion for the consequence category
“controlled use” (𝑛 = 4).

9 BEFORE AND DURING COVID-19 [RQ3]
We compared the distribution of positive, negative and neutral statements among the identified smartphone
features from the letters that we collected before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. The overall results are
in line with the Sentiment Analysis (see section 6.2). Before the pandemic, 65% of the statements were positive,
whereas this value decreased to 55% for the letters collected during the pandemic. Negative statements increased
from 34% to 41%.
Split by feature, we observed these changes (values ≤ 1% excluded):
(1) more negative statements: whole smartphone (+5%), user behavior (+3%)
(2) less positive statements: apps (-3%), services (-2%), social communication (-5%)
(3) less statements: hardware design (positive -2%, negative -5%)
(4) more positive statements: information access (+2%)
These trends indicate a slight shift of focus from individual smartphone features (hardware and software)

to a more holistic view on the user-smartphone relationship. Our sample of participants recruited during the
pandemic engaged more in critical reflection on their smartphone use behavior. A potential reason for the decrease
of positive statements on social communication could be the consequence “social disconnection”: During the
pandemic, people had to rely on virtual communication only. While they were grateful for the opportunity to
stay in touch via their smartphones, the negative feeling of being forced to switch to virtual communication
might have prevailed. Although this is not directly the smartphone’s “fault”, it can still lead to negatively affected
user perceptions. In addition, accessing the news and staying connected to “the outside world” became more
important, which may explain the increase of positive statements on the feature “information access”.
In the second part of the survey (during COVID-19), we asked participants to describe (1) how the pandemic

influenced their relationship with their smartphone and (2) how their smartphone use influenced their everyday
real-life. Two researchers performed a Thematic Analysis of the answers to the open questions, yielding the
following results. Themes occurring only once are excluded from the results.

User-Smartphone Relationship. 20 of the 40 participants stated to use their smartphone more than before the
pandemic, seven stated to use it the same and only four said they used their smartphone less. Three participants
claimed to feel closer to their smartphone. The two most commonly mentioned reasons for increased use are
virtual communication (18) due to restricted personal contacts and using the smartphone as an escape from
reality (6). Moreover, people used their phones more frequently to check the news (3) and to use contact tracing
apps including digital vaccination certificates (3). Two participants were concerned about smartphone overuse.

Influence on Real-Life. 14 of the 40 participants stated that their smartphone use did not noticeably influence
their everyday real-life during the pandemic. On the other hand, people used their phones more to stay in touch
with friends (8), e.g., through calls (3). Two people stated that their smartphone served as a bridge between the real
and the virtual world. Some participants mentioned that they used their smartphone as an escape (4), filling empty
time slots (2). People increasingly used their smartphone to read the news (3) or for contact tracing (2). Three
participants perceived their smartphone as a hinderer, promoting procrastination options.
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10 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The letters were collected in a technologically advanced country with the all participants having an academic
background. Since this user group belongs to the social (upper) middle class, a sophisticated smartphone is easily
affordable and part of everyone’s daily life. The results therefore only account for this specific, yet common, user
group. It would be interesting to replicate this study for an ethnological group, in which smartphones supposedly
play a different role, e. g., refugees. Moreover, the letters collected during the COVID-19 pandemic were gathered
from a different user-set than before the pandemic. Therefore, we cannot draw direct within-subject comparisons,
but rather cautiously interpret the differences in a wider context.

We performed the thematic analysis by extracting and analyzing the statements from the letters manually. We
realize that this is a very expensive process and difficult to replicate – a different way of grouping the statements
might have revealed other features, consequences and roles. To validate our analysis on the letters’ level, we
used Google’s Natural Language API, an off-the-shelf solution. We informed this choice with related work which
followed a similar approach (e.g., [16]). However, an upfront comparison of several off-the-shelf solutions on
common data-sets might have resulted in another option. Although we do not claim a methodology contribution,
our extensively labeled data set along the existing OCC model of emotions allows us to envision the development
of a (semi-)automated labeling algorithm as future work to analyze other digital products and services.

11 THE TALE OF A COMPLICATED RELATIONSHIP: DISCUSSION & DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Positive Situation. In general, our participants stated to have written more love (i. e., positive) than break-up

(i. e., negative) letters, a finding confirmed by both the automated sentiment analysis and our coding. A more
fine-grained inspection on sentence- and statement-level also showed more positive than negative statements –
yet, their number shrunk within the letter pool written during COVID-19 by approximately 10% (65%+ and 35%−
before COVID-19 versus 55%+ and 45%− during COVID-19).

We found a tendency towards positive patterns of use mainly in the roles assistant, companion and entertainer.
There, we identified a high number of statements beginning with “you help me with” or “thank you for”, that
express a high degree of users’ gratitude towards their smartphone. Similarly, many users expressed love for their
smartphone within these roles for, e. g., making their life easier by taking over tasks or teaching new skills, being
a faithful companion they are attached to, or for entertaining them in moments of boredom. As the presented
quotes show, we were able to identify a large set of literary expressions that go beyond the currently prevalent
negative storyline around smartphones, moving away from an addictive perspective. As such, we contribute to
more recent body of work in HCI aiming to contribute to a positive storyline of smartphone use [18, 35].

Along the same roles, we identified a relationship shaped by positive attachment (aligning with, e. g., [34, 46])
as the most prominent one – a relationship, in which the smartphone feels like a friend the user can rely on, but
from whom they can distance themselves if desired, keeping a sense of autonomy [39] over their smartphone
use. This comes as no surprise, given the basic human need of belonging to someone or something. In turn,
the consequence pragmatism, linked to the smartphone role object, explains users seeing their smartphone as
a tool only. Again aligned with previous work, it is not surprising that pure pragmatism was connected with
rather negative emotions, such as indifference and pity. Based on our observations, we thus generally recommend
researchers and designers to foster a certain level of attachment and companionship, as opposed to viewing the
smartphone exclusively as a tool.

Complication. The number of mixed letters we found is equal to the number of love letters, hinting towards a
rather complicated relationship for some people. Our detailed qualitative analysis showed that these users weigh
the positive and negative smartphone features against each other, resulting in complex cost-benefit considerations.
This fortifies our observation that smartphones embody a certain role in users’ everyday lives depending on
context – that is, one role is rarely exclusively present within one user’s letter. According to our findings, the
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smartphone slips in different roles based on the users’ different contexts, moods and real-life activities. Thereby,
the smartphone or its specific features either support or hinder users’ task performance. Whereas the supportive
nature is present in the roles assistant, companion, and entertainer, the impeding aspects are dominant within
the roles hinderer, nuisance, obsession, and villain. Moreover, we observe that positive attachment through, e. g.,
companionship, can easily shift to a more negative form of dependency and, most extremely, obsession (i. e.,
addiction) – potentially resulting in a loss of skill or compulsive behavior as described by users. This might be
due to the smartphone’s ubiquitous nature, i. e., availability anywhere and anytime. We underline the findings of
recent related work, pointing towards finding a balance between smartphone use and real-world activities [71].
Our participants mentioned, for example, reading a book or playing an instrument. Future work could further
explore and formalize a life-mobile-technology balance. The collected letters indicate an individual preference for
this balance – some users enjoy their presence in the digital world more than others.

Resolution. The entanglement of roles can cause an inner conflict for users, often accompanied by feelings of
remorse and shame, as users prevalently blame themselves for their negative behavior. In other words, they feel
in charge for their responsible use. Similar to previous discussions [38], we ask whether it is really user’s “fault”?
Who is responsible for responsible use – is it the user, or is it the designers of technology?

We found that smartphone users develop strategies to manage their behavior, always implying a certain extent
of disuse: either time-wise (i. e., reduce time spent with smartphone), feature-wise (i. e., block the use of certain
features) or context-wise (i. e., complete disuse in certain contexts such as vacation). However, due to the positive
aspects of smartphones, users tend to come back to their devices and the unwanted features and behaviors return
into users’ lives. We therefore can and should not design for complete disengagement, as it may lead to a back
and forth of unwanted consequences (e. g., FOMO) and guilty conscience. Rather, we envision a future that moves
beyond the attention economy and considers users’ well-being by designing for a balanced smartphone use. For
example, recent work envisions “positive disengagement” [39], with the smartphone teaching the user skills and
fading away after succeeding. Another concept is restricting resources: the game “Wordle”4 has become highly
successful, although users can play the game only once a day. HCI can consult designers and government bodies
on developing new interaction paradigms that do not exploit the infinite amount of digital resources, but rather
as physical materials which have an expiration date.

12 CONCLUSION
We investigated how different smartphone features and aspects influence users both internally by means of
emotions and externally by means of real-world consequences. We gathered 82 love/breakup letters (42 before and
40 during the COVID-19 pandemic) to users’ smartphones and performed an extensive, explorative qualitative
analysis of 819 statements extracted from the letters. The overall tone of the letters showed a tendency towards
positive emotions, with a slight shift towards negative emotions during the COVID-19 pandemic. By connecting
users’ emotions with the identified smartphone features and real-life consequences, we found eight patterns of use
– represented by smartphone roles – describing the user-smartphone relationship: the roles assistant, companion,
and entertainer incorporate patterns of use yielding positive emotions, whereas the roles hinderer, nuisance,
obsession and villain are associated with negative emotions. The role object is connected to either positive or
negative emotions. Most letters comprised a mix of positive and negative smartphone roles, often including
cost-benefit considerations about smartphone features and related user behavior. The “tale of complicated user-
smartphone relationship” concludes that the control over responsible smartphone use should not only be in the
hand of users, but part of a particularly conscious design process. We suggest a “healthy diet” of smartphone use,
with researchers and designers being the “nutritionists” for smartphone users.

4https://www.nytimes.com/games/wordle/index.html
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Fig. 6. Categorization of identified smartphone features.
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7 AGENCY
1 agency 0 self-control 1
5 loss of agency 3 loss of control 1 loss of self-control 1
1 wish for agency 1

107 RELATIONSHIP /W SMARTPHONE
22 addiction 20 overuse 1 toxic relationship 1
27 dependency 15 fear of loss 11 memories lost 1

54 attachment 10 companionship 42
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relationship 1 mutual benefit 1

4 pragmatism 2
no feelings towards 
smartphone 1 no benefit 1
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55 easier life 8 more organized life 28 gain of time 3 convenience 3 satisfaction 2 reachability 1 opportunities 1 navigation 9

18 better well-being 7 better quality of life 5
higher self-
confidence 2 happiness 2 feeling of security 2

30 escape 4 time well-spent 3 entertainment 11 memories 12
1 empowerment 1

71 WORSE QUALITY OF LIFE
24 disrupted daily life 0 interruptions 3 loss of time 20 loss of productivity 1

9
disconnection from 
the rw 0 distance to the rw 2

risk of loss of 
reality 1 rabbithole 5 dystopia 1

22 lower well-being 15 lower quality of life 4 lower health 3
16 loss of skills 16
23 CONSIDERATIONS: ETHICAL, FINANCIAL, PRIVACY

7 costs 1 purchase costs 1 repair costs 3 maintenance 2

9
ethical 
considerations 0 ethical concerns 3 sustainability 5 (no) sustainability 1

7 mistrust 1 tracking 0 manipulation 3 exposure 3
72 SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

44 social connection 0
social connection 
(dw) 43

social connection 
(rw) 1

19
social 
disconnection 17

no social 
connection 1

damaged 
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9 social pressure 6 constant availability 3
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30 disuse 5 breakup 25
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reduced usage 
(break) 0 break 16
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usage 4

strategy: turn off 
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detach, but does 
not say how 1

8 controlled usage 0 behaviour change 1
strategy: use 
screen time app 2

strategy: silent 
mode to avoid 
distractions 1

strategy: setting 
boundaries 2

strategy: self-
reflection 
(conscious use) 1

strategy: cover 
camera with tape 1

15 NON-USE
7 FOMO 7
8 JOMO 5 real-world activities 3

461 ✅

Fig. 7. Categorization of identified real-life consequences.
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A.2 Tables of Emotion-Feature-Consequence Links for the Identified Smartphone Roles

Table 6. ASSISTANT (positive)

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

POSITIVE

gratitude social communication social connection 28
love service - 14
gratitude service easier life 13
gratitude navigation easier life 8
gratitude information access - 7
love information access - 6
gratitude media production escape 5
gratitude whole smartphone easier life 5
love whole smartphone - 5
approving information access - 4
approving navigation - 4
gratitude apps easier life 4
gratitude social communication better well-being 4
love apps - 4
love social communication social connection 4
positive information access - 4
approving whole smartphone - 3
love media production - 3
approving media production - 2
approving social communication social connection 2
gratitude apps - 2
gratitude apps better well-being 2
gratitude information access easier life 2
gratitude social communication - 2
gratitude social communication escape 2
gratitude whole smartphone - 2
gratitude whole smartphone better well-being 2
gratitude whole smartphone social connection 2
liking service - 2
liking service easier life 2
liking whole smartphone - 2
love media consumption - 2
love social media - 2
positive whole smartphone - 2
other 48

total positive 205
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Table 7. ASSISTANT (negative/neutral)

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

displeased navigation loss of skills 2
distress information access FOMO 2
fear social communication dependency 2
remorse whole smartphone dependency 2
disliking tracking - 1
displeased hardware design costs 1
distress service loss of skills 1
distress social communication FOMO 1
distress ubiquity - 1
fear ubiquity dependency 1
fear whole smartphone FOMO 1
fear whole smartphone loss of skills 1
gloating social communication social disconnection 1
relief whole smartphone better well-being 1
remorse whole smartphone disuse 1
remorse whole smartphone loss of skills 1
reproach user behaviour dependency 1
shame apps loss of skills 1
shame navigation loss of skills 1
shame service addiction 1
shame social communication loss of skills 1
shame social communication social disconnection 1
shame ubiquity social pressure 1
shame whole smartphone loss of skills 1

total negative 26

NEUTRAL 2

POSITIVE see Table 6 203

total 233
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Table 8. COMPANION

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Frequ.

POSITIVE

gratitude whole smartphone attachment 15
joy whole smartphone attachment 6
love whole smartphone attachment 4
positive whole smartphone attachment 4
love ubiquity attachment 3
gratitude whole smartphone better well-being 2
hope whole smartphone attachment 2
positive ubiquity - 2
satisfaction whole smartphone attachment 2
approving ubiquity attachment 1
gratitude ubiquity social connection 1
liking ubiquity - 1
love hardware design - 1
love hardware design attachment 1
love whole smartphone - 1
positive ubiquity attachment 1
positive whole smartphone - 1
pride whole smartphone attachment 1

NEUTRAL neutral whole smartphone attachment 2
neutral ubiquity - 1

NEGATIVE

distress whole smartphone dependency 2
fear whole smartphone dependency 2
anger ubiquity social pressure 1
disappointment whole smartphone reduced usage (break) 1
displeased whole smartphone dependency 1
remorse ubiquity dependency 1
remorse whole smartphone loss of agency 1
shame whole smartphone - 1
shame whole smartphone dependency 1

total 63
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Table 9. ENTERTAINER

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

POSITIVE

gratitude media consumption escape 4
gratitude whole smartphone escape 4
approving media consumption - 2
gratitude media consumption better well-being 2
liking media consumption escape 2
joy media consumption escape 1
liking social media escape 1
love media consumption escape 1
love service - 1
positive information access - 1

NEGATIVE anger apps disrupted daily life 1
shame whole smartphone loss of skills 1

total 21

Table 10. HINDERER

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

anger whole smartphone lower well-being 2
anger social communication lower well-being 1
anger whole smartphone addiction 1
anger whole smartphone disrupted daily life 1
anger whole smartphone loss of skills 1
anger whole smartphone social disconnection 1
disappointment whole smartphone lower well-being 1
disapproving whole smartphone disconnection from the rw 1
disapproving whole smartphone disrupted daily life 1
disapproving whole smartphone lower well-being 1
distress whole smartphone disconnection from the rw 1
distress whole smartphone loss of skills 1
pity whole smartphone disuse 1
remorse whole smartphone loss of skills 2
remorse navigation dependency 1
remorse navigation loss of skills 1
remorse social media disrupted daily life 1
remorse whole smartphone addiction 1
remorse whole smartphone social disconnection 1

POSITIVE hope media consumption reduced usage (break) 1

total 22
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Table 11. NUISANCE

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

anger whole smartphone disrupted daily life 3
anger UX - 1
anger notifications lower well-being 1
anger ubiquity lower well-being 1
anger whole smartphone disconnection from the rw 1
anger whole smartphone lower well-being 1
disappointment whole smartphone disrupted daily life 2
disapproving notifications reduced usage (break) 1
disapproving whole smartphone - 1
disliking notifications - 1
distress media consumption lower well-being 1
distress social media disrupted daily life 1
distress whole smartphone disrupted daily life 1
distress whole smartphone lower well-being 1
distress whole smartphone reduced usage (break) 1
hate service controlled usage 1
reproach social communication social disconnection 1
reproach ubiquity disuse 1
shame notifications FOMO 1
shame user behaviour - 1
shame user behaviour disconnection from the rw 1

POSITIVE

gratitude whole smartphone escape 2
relief whole smartphone JOMO 2
gratification social communication agency 1
gratification whole smartphone reduced usage (break) 1
hope whole smartphone reduced usage (break) 1

total 31
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Table 12. OBJECT

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

anger hardware design disuse 1
disapproving service disuse 1
disliking hardware design disuse 1
disliking hardware production costs 1
fear hardware design dependency 1
fear whole smartphone costs 1
fear whole smartphone dependency 1
hate hardware production ethical considerations 1
pity UX disuse 1
pity whole smartphone pragmatism 1
reproach user behaviour ethical considerations 1
shame user behaviour - 1

POSITIVE

love hardware design - 2
gloating hardware design JOMO 1
gloating whole smartphone JOMO 1
gloating whole smartphone costs 1
hope whole smartphone disuse 1
joy whole smartphone - 1
love whole smartphone - 1
pride whole smartphone - 1

NEUTRAL neutral whole smartphone - 1

total 22
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Table 13. OBSESSION

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

remorse whole smartphone addiction 4
remorse whole smartphone lower well-being 3
remorse user behavior addiction 2
remorse apps disrupted daily life 1
remorse apps lower well-being 1
remorse information access FOMO 1
remorse ubiquity addiction 1
remorse user behavior disrupted daily life 1
remorse user behavior disuse 1
shame whole smartphone addiction 2
shame user behavior addiction 1
shame whole smartphone disrupted daily life 1
shame whole smartphone - 1
hate whole smartphone addiction 2
disapproving apps disrupted daily life 1
disapproving whole smartphone addiction 1
disapproving whole smartphone - 1
distress whole smartphone addiction 1
distress whole smartphone dependency 1
distress whole smartphone social pressure 1
other 3

POSITIVE

love hardware design attachment 1
love whole smartphone attachment 1
love whole smartphone dependency 1
positive social communication attachment 1
positive whole smartphone attachment 1
liking hardware design - 1

total 37
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Table 14. VILLAIN

OCC Emotion Feature Category Consequence Category Frequency

NEGATIVE

distress social media lower well-being 2
anger media production mistrust 1
anger service mistrust 1
anger social communication social pressure 1
anger tracking mistrust 1
anger whole smartphone disconnection from the rw 1
anger whole smartphone disrupted daily life 1
anger whole smartphone loss of agency 1
anger whole smartphone loss of skills 1
disapproving media consumption disrupted daily life 1
disapproving tracking - 1
disapproving tracking mistrust 1
disapproving whole smartphone disuse 1
disliking hardware design - 1
distress ubiquity social pressure 1
hate social media mistrust 1
hate tracking - 1
hate tracking mistrust 1
hate whole smartphone lower well-being 1
remorse social media social pressure 1
reproach whole smartphone loss of agency 1

total 22
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